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Abstract

The first stars to illuminate the universe are said to belong to a group called Population III.
Having knowledge of their atmospheric conditions would be useful in many endeavours. The aim
of this project was to compile and run the FORTRAN code TLUSTY (Hubeny and Lanz 2017) in
order to create stellar atmospheres for Pop III stars. With a working version of TLUSTY, several
control runs were then performed to make sure that everything worked as intended with the final
goal to create a large grid of calculated atmospheres in the parameter space of effective temperature
and surface gravity. Successful comparisons were made against earlier calculations made by Schaerer
(2002) and Windhorst et al. (2019). Constructing such a grid required several codes to work together
with TLUSTY by constructing a shell script. The result is a grid filled with many points that were
well converged, as well as a few that did not appear to converge. Comparing the converged part of
the grid with stellar evaluations tracks made by Yoon et al. (2012) showed that heavy, rotating Pop
III stars fell almost within the grid. One problem that arose, however, was that as the grid did not
fully converge all the way to the tracks some could not be uniquely mapped to different points on the
grid. Thus, some different tracks would become degenerate which should not be physically expected.
However this may not be a fatal problem.
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1 Introduction

The stars which created the first light in the universe
are called Population III, or Pop III for short, and
detecting them has been a long-held dream within
astronomy. These stars formed out of the primor-
dial abundance created in the big bang and there-
fore contain no heavier elements at formation. At
current no detection has been made but with the
launch of JWST drawing nearer it becomes increas-
ingly important to have computed atmosphere mod-
els to compare observations to. In order to be certain
of a detection, however, it is necessary to have a good
model for how such a star should look and behave
which means that one may need, for instance, calcu-
lations of stellar atmospheres. This last part is the
main focus of this project. This will be achieved by
constructing a grid of models in the parameter space
of effective temperature and surface gravity. These
models are computed using the stellar atmosphere
code TLUSTY.

2 TLUSTY

Calculating stellar atmospheres is generally no sim-
ple task and often quite complicated codes may have
to be used. In this case the FORTRAN code TLUSTY
was used which was written by Hubeny and Lanz
(2017). TLUSTY solve the basic equations for plane
parallel, horizontally homogeneous stellar atmospheres
in radiative and hydrostatic equilibrium assuming
zero mass loss. All the models also assume no ro-
tation of the star. TLUSTY itself is no small pro-
gram and it contains a vast library of functions and
subroutines. For example it can also create models
for accretion disks and contains several functions for
plotting and visualizing the data using IDL.

A first attempt was made to compile the program
and run on Windows but after some deliberation a
switch to Mac was made. The program then com-
piled successfully using the command ”gfortran -
fno-automatic [-O3] -o tlusty.exe tlusty205.f”.
After this one moves the created the .exe file into
the directory containing the proper line data files.
At this point the code can be run as ”./tlusty ă

hhe35lt.5 ą hhe35lt.6” which uses the hhe35lt.5
file as input and names the output as a hhe35lt.6 file.

Every run of TLUSTY generates many different out-
put files with different file endings, out of which .5,
.7 and .9 are the most useful in this case. As the
.5 file was set up to create the first atmosphere in
local thermal equilibrium (LTE) one can now use
the generated .7 file (which is a condensed spectrum
file) as input for the next run, which computes non-
local thermal equilibrium without lines. Following
this run one can then repeat the previous step to
get the NLTE spectrum, which is the sought atmo-
sphere spectrum. Calculations with TLUSTY also
have to be checked for convergence, which means to
investigate the convergence log and compare it to
the conditions for convergence that are laid out by
Hubeny and Lanz (2017). This is not so simple, as
it turns out since there is not one single criteria for
convergence. TLUSTY outputs a convergence log
file which can be used to tell how well the calcu-
lation has worked. In the case that a model has
not converged there are several methods to solve it,
many of which mentioned in the article by Hubeny
and Lanz (2017). During the project one model that
had been calculated successfully earlier (Rydberg et
al. 2013) for the Pop III stars of Schaerer (2002)
did not converge. In this case one could note from
the convergence log that the calculation went out of
control after a certain number of iteration and the
problem could be solved by limiting the number of
iterations.

Once such atmospheres have been calculated one
can then compare backwards to previous work made
by Rydberg et al. (2013) to make sure that the re-
sults are the same. This was proven to be, roughly,
the case. The differences likely often them from
things such as more current line data being avail-
able during calculations, rounding errors in physical
constants or differing definitions of astrophysical flux
(see fig 1). Here it is clear that the two calculated
spectra are similar enough to conclude that the cal-
culation has worked. This means that the compila-
tion and setup of TLUSTY was a success and further
computations can now be performed with more con-
fidence.
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Figure 1: Comparison between a spectrum from Ry-
dberg et al. (2013) and a new calculation for this
project. One can see that the spectra are very sim-
ilar. The blue lines is my data and the orange is
the older calculation. There exists only small devia-
tions between the spectra which were small enough
to not cause concern and could be explained by the
spectra not being in the exact same spot in the pa-
rameter space (106034 K, 5.1 and 106169 K, 5.05
respectively).

3 Creating a grid

After several successful runs have confirmed TLUSTY
to work as compared to previous data the next part
of the project was to create a grid of stellar atmo-
spheres in the parameter space of effective tempera-
ture (Teff) and surface gravity (log(g)). Any star will
fall at some point in this grid which then describes
the shape and features of the spectrum. Previously
grids have been created by Lanz and Hubeny (2003),
Lanz and Hubeny (2007) and Schaerer (2002). These
grids, however, do not cover the entire parameter
space and a larger, and quite fine, grid is to be cre-
ated. Creating this grid is not small task, though, as
it has to run the TLUSTY code hundreds of times
and there also has to be some way of checking if the
calculated models have actually converged. The ba-
sic structure of the allowed portion of the parameter
space is quasi-triangular, but curving in slightly on

itself. For this reason the grid was created as a tri-
angle with the idea that this should, at worst, yield
additional models close to the forbidden space. The
reason stars cannot exists in the full space is due to
the Eddington luminosity limit which puts a upper
bound on how bright a star can be while retaining
hydrostatic equilibrium.

The code that solved this problem can be found
in the Appendix. In essence what the code does is to
input a list of grid points and then outputs a bash
shell script that can be run on Mac to make cal-
culations of all the grid points that was input. If
one wishes to use the bash script it may be useful to
change end of line (EOL) in Notepad++ or similar to
UNIX as otherwise the created directories contain-
ing the data may be strangely named. When the
script has run its course all the data has been saved
in aptly named directories. The other routine in the
code can then delve through all the created data and
flagging convergence of the grid points (see fig 3).
Here the red points are found as having NaN-entries
in their spectrum while the yellow points rather have
a too large value in the convergence log. The blue
points are any point that did not have these prob-
lems. Thus the red grid points have not converged,
and yellow points should be observed more carefully.
A few points have also been removed by hand for
various reasons. Finally as the code tests for conver-
gence also saves all the spectral data into one long
file for easy use of the grid, while of course omitting
any red data point as well as yellow points which
have been manually flagged for termination. After
a complete run of all these codes a finished grid has
been created, as well as plenty of convergence data
and other information of the success of the run.

4 Using the grid

One of the primary motivations for making a larger
grid is to be able to integrate certain lifetime prop-
erties, such as total number of ionizing photons re-
leased, of stars along their stellar evolution tracks.
As an evolving star moves in the parameter space
along its lifetime, if one has already computed stellar
atmosphere for each point along the tracks it is rela-
tively simple to find, for example, lifetime-averaged
ionization for any given star. Even if a given point
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along the track doesn’t lie exactly on a grid point
one can interpolate from nearby points. In the case
of this project the stars of interest are the, so called,
Pop III which can be quite heavy and extremely
metal poor. The stellar tracks of Pop III stars made
by Yoon et al. (2012) can be seen as compared to
the converged grid in figure 4. These are calculated
for rotating stars, which is not the case for the ones
that have been calculated for the grid. Rotation af-
fects the stellar atmosphere due to changes in, for
example, stellar geometry and rotationally induced
stellar winds. One problem that was noted here was
that the tracks often lie just above the grid, close
to the curved line which represents the Eddington
luminosity limit. As several tracks all lie above the
upper bound of the grid, any interpolation will lead
to the same point in the grid below. This means that
several different tracks will be mapped to the same
points, leading the them appearing identical.

5 Future prospects

As the non-unique mapping of certain tracks can
cause degeneracy one would likely want to extend
the grid in some way to remedy this. The most likely
way to salvage the problem is to re-evaluate some of
the red/yellow points along the upper bound of the
grid. This may well be attempted in the near future
by either employing one of the methods previously
used or by some another method recommended in
the articles by Hubeny and Lanz (2017). For in-
stance, one could attempt to probe the neighboring
area to see if any of those models converged instead
or attempt to force convergence by changing the
computational parameters as in the case described
earlier. If such an addition could be made to the
grid it would then be possible to uniquely interpo-
late stellar evolution tracks of Yoon et al. (2012). It
is also possible that the stellar spectra are not par-
ticularly sensitive to changes in the parameter space
at those points and this potential problem may not
be large.

6 Conclusions

When using TLUSTY to compute stellar atmospheres
it is important to understand how to actually use the
program as more than just a ”black box” as it often
requires knowledge and skill from the user to create
working models. Additionally it is also necessary to
be mindful of how to tell a good model from a bad
one, which is also a quite nuanced area. This can
be most easily visualized using the convergence log
but as investigating them by hand takes far too long
for an extensive grid one can also write code to au-
tomate the reading of the convergence log, at least
to sort out the most suspicious cases that may then
still have to be manually checked. The code and
created grid appears to have worked well in prin-
ciple but would benefit greatly from being slightly
larger when converged.
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Figure 2: A plot illustrating the parameter space and several different grids. The tracks shown are from
Windhorst et al. (2019). Here it is visible that the newly created grid covers a larger portion of the
parameter space than all previous together. It should be noted however that this is the proposed grid,
and not the converged one.
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Figure 3: A plot of the generated grid. Here the red grid points are not converged, yellow may have not
converged and blue have likely converged. There are also a few points missing which have been removed
by hand.
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Figure 4: The converged grid as compared to the spectral tracks of Yoon et al. (2012). Here many of the
tracks are along the curve at the upper bound of the grid, which is the Eddington luminosity limit where
a star is to bright to retain hydrostatic equilibrium. This introduces a problem as different tracks may not
be mapped to different grid points and would therefore appear as the same.
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7 Appendix: Code

7.1 TLUSTY script generating code

1 from pathlib import Path

2 import numpy as np

3 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

4 import os

5 from decimal import Decimal

6

7 # VIKTIGT!!! Ändra EOL-line end till UNIX innan körning av genererad bashfil (Kan göras i

notepad++)ãÑ

8 # IMPORTANT!!!! Change EOL-line end to UNIX before running the bash script (can be done

in notepad++)ãÑ

9 # Gathering upp some files to start from. These Should contain all necessary input except

teff and loggãÑ

10 # since these are set by the script

11 dataFolderLTE = Path(r'C:\Users\carla\Google Drive\Skola\Studier\fysik\Projekt 15

HP\Kod\Adam data\hotstar\hot_SMS_highacc_Teff36963_logg3p25_lte_v4.5.5')ãÑ

12 dataFolderNLTE_nolines = Path(r'C:\Users\carla\Google Drive\Skola\Studier\fysik\Projekt

15 HP\Kod\Adam

data\hotstar_nolines\hot_SMS_highacc_Teff36963_logg3p25_nlte_nolines_v4.5.5')

ãÑ

ãÑ

13 dataFolderNLTE_lines = Path(r'C:\Users\carla\Google Drive\Skola\Studier\fysik\Projekt 15

HP\Kod\Adam data\hotstar_lines\hot_SMS_highacc_Teff36963_logg3p25_nlte_lines_v4.5.5')ãÑ

14

15

16 # Takes in three inputs, LTE/NLTE/NLTE(with lines) and teff and logg. After these are

given theãÑ

17 # function creates input files for the chosen variables

18 def TLUSTY_script_input_file(base_type, teff, logg):

19 if base_type == 'LTE':

20 # loads the base text and replaces the relevant parts and then writes it to the

goal fileãÑ

21 baseTextLTE = open(dataFolderLTE, 'r')

22 clipTestLTE = baseTextLTE.readlines()

23 clipTestLTE[0] = ' ' + str(teff) + '. ' + str(logg) + ' ! TEFF, GRAV\n'

24 lteFile = open('popIII_' + str(teff) + '_' + str(logg) + '_lte.5', 'a+')

25 for i in clipTestLTE:

26 lteFile.write(i)

27 if base_type == 'NLTE_nolines':

28 baseTextNLTE_nolines = open(dataFolderNLTE_nolines, 'r')

29 clipTestNLTE_nolines = baseTextNLTE_nolines.readlines()

30 clipTestNLTE_nolines[0] = ' ' + str(teff) + '. ' + str(logg) + ' ! TEFF,

GRAV\n'ãÑ

31 nlteFile = open('popIII_' + str(teff) + '_' + str(logg) + '_nlte_nolines.5',

'a+')ãÑ

32 for i in clipTestNLTE_nolines:

33 nlteFile.write(i)

34 if base_type == 'NLTE_lines':
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35 baseTextNLTE_lines = open(dataFolderNLTE_lines, 'r')

36 clipTestNLTE_lines = baseTextNLTE_lines.readlines()

37 clipTestNLTE_lines[0] = ' ' + str(teff) + '. ' + str(logg) + ' ! TEFF,

GRAV\n'ãÑ

38 nlteFile = open('popIII_' + str(teff) + '_' + str(logg) + '_nlte_lines.5', 'a+')

39 for i in clipTestNLTE_lines:

40 nlteFile.write(i)

41

42

43 # Takes in a list of input files and then creates a bash script that runs all of them

44 def TLUSTY_script_bash(inputFile):

45 scriptText = ''

46 for i in inputFile:

47 fileDirectory = i[:-2]

48 scriptText += '''./tlusty < ''' + i + ''' > outfile.6

49 cp fort.7 fort.8

50 mkdir ''' + fileDirectory + '''

51 mv fort.7 ''' + fileDirectory + '''/

52 mv fort.9 ''' + fileDirectory + '''/

53 mv fort.10 ''' + fileDirectory + '''/

54 mv fort.13 ''' + fileDirectory + '''/

55 mv fort.14 ''' + fileDirectory + '''/

56 mv fort.18 ''' + fileDirectory + '''/

57 mv fort.69 ''' + fileDirectory + '''/

58 if [ -f fort.75 ]; then

59 mv fort.75 ''' + fileDirectory + '''/

60 fi

61 mv fort.88 ''' + fileDirectory + '''/

62 mv fort.90 ''' + fileDirectory + '''/

63 mv fort.11 ''' + fileDirectory + '''/

64 mv fort.2 ''' + fileDirectory + '''/

65 mv fort.84 ''' + fileDirectory + '''/

66 mv fort.95 ''' + fileDirectory + '''/

67 if [ -f fort.82 ]; then

68 mv fort.82 ''' + fileDirectory + '''/

69 fi

70 if [ -f fort.12 ]; then

71 mv fort.12 ''' + fileDirectory + '''/

72 fi

73 mv outfile.6 ''' + fileDirectory + '''/\n'''

74 with open('run.sh', 'w') as rsh:

75 rsh.write('''\

76 #! /bin/bash

77 ''' + scriptText + '''

78 rm fort.8''')

79

80

81 def run_script(teff, logg):

82 teff = [int(a) for a in teff]
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83 logg = [round(a, 2) for a in logg]

84 listInput = []

85 for i in range(len(teff)):

86 TLUSTY_script_input_file('LTE', teff[i], logg[i])

87 TLUSTY_script_input_file('NLTE_nolines', teff[i], logg[i])

88 TLUSTY_script_input_file('NLTE_lines', teff[i], logg[i])

89 listInput.append(str('popIII_' + str(round(teff[i], 2)) + '_' +

str(round(logg[i], 2)) + '_lte.5'))ãÑ

90 listInput.append(str('popIII_' + str(round(teff[i], 2)) + '_' +

str(round(logg[i], 2)) + '_nlte_nolines.5'))ãÑ

91 listInput.append(str('popIII_' + str(round(teff[i], 2)) + '_' +

str(round(logg[i], 2)) + '_nlte_lines.5'))ãÑ

92 TLUSTY_script_bash(listInput)

93

94

95 # Preferably uses the same input at run_script, plus a limit for wanting to check

convergence (i used 0.14), a root inãÑ

96 # which all the data files produced by run_script reside, as well as a yes, no or none

for getting all the plots saved.ãÑ

97 # yes gives all plots saved, no gives only the yellow dots and none gives none

98 def convergence_test(teff, logg, convNum, rootDir, allData):

99 for i in range(len(teff)):

100 directory = rootDir

101 directory += str('\popIII_' + str(round(teff[i], 2)) + '_' + str(round(logg[i],

2)) + '_nlte_lines')ãÑ

102 convergenceFolder = Path(directory + r'\fort.9')

103 massFolder = Path(directory + r'\fort.7')

104 f1 = open(convergenceFolder, "r")

105 f1Mass = open(massFolder, "r")

106 massDepth = []

107 data1 = f1.readlines()

108 data1.pop(0)

109 data1.pop(0)

110 data1.pop(0)

111 data1Mass = f1Mass.readlines()

112 # Finding the calculation depths

113 numberDepth = float(data1Mass[0].split()[0])

114 data1Mass.pop(0)

115 for q in data1Mass:

116 for p in q.split():

117 if len(massDepth) < numberDepth:

118 massDepth.append(float(p.replace("D", "e")))

119 plt.figure('teff = ' + str(teff[i]) + ' logg = ' + str(round(logg[i], 2)))

120 result1 = []

121 convTest = []

122 for p in data1:

123 if len(result1) < numberDepth:

124 result1.append(float(p.split()[2].replace("D", "e")))

125 convTest.append(float(p.split()[2].replace("D", "e")))
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126 else:

127 plt.plot(massDepth, result1)

128 result1 = []

129 plt.savefig('teff = ' + str(teff[i]) + ' logg = ' + str(round(logg[i], 2)) +

'.png')ãÑ

130 if allData == 'none':

131 os.remove('teff = ' + str(teff[i]) + ' logg = ' + str(round(logg[i], 2)) +

'.png')ãÑ

132 plt.legend(['Iteration: 1', 'Iteration: 2', 'Iteration: 3', 'Iteration: 4',

'Iteration: 5', 'Iteration: 6'])ãÑ

133 plt.ylabel('Relative changes in temperature')

134 plt.xlabel('Log depth (Mass)')

135 plt.title('Convergence plot of Teff = ' + str(teff[i]) + ' and logg = ' +

str(round(logg[i], 2)))ãÑ

136 plt.xscale('log')

137 plt.figure(0)

138 if any(t > 0 for t in np.subtract(convTest, [convNum]*len(convTest))) or any(t <

0 for t in np.add(convTest, [convNum]*len(convTest))):ãÑ

139 plt.close('teff = ' + str(teff[i]) + ' logg = ' + str(round(logg[i], 2)))

140 plt.scatter(teff[i], logg[i], color='yellow')

141 plt.title('Grid')

142 plt.ylabel('log(g) [cgs]')

143 plt.xlabel('Teff [K]')

144 fluxFolder = Path(directory + r'\fort.13')

145 f2 = open(fluxFolder, "r")

146 data2 = f2.readlines()

147 f = open("fluxfile.txt", "a")

148 f.write('New atmosphere

----------------------------------------------------------------------\n')ãÑ

149 f.write('Teff = ' + str(teff[i]) + ' and logg = ' + str(logg[i]) + '\n')

150 f.write('[Ångstrom] \t [erg cm^-2 s^-1 Hz^-1] \n')

151 for index in range(len(data2)):

152 wavelength = 299792458 * 10 ** 10 /

float(data2[index].split()[0].replace("D", "e"))ãÑ

153 f.write(str("{:.4E}".format(Decimal(wavelength))) + '\t')

154

f.write(str("{:.4E}".format(Decimal(float(data2[index].split()[1].replace("D",

"e"))))) + '\n')

ãÑ

ãÑ

155 # print('Potential problem at Teff = ' + str(teff[i]) + ' and logg = ' +

str(round(logg[i], 2)))ãÑ

156 elif data1Mass[0].split()[0] == 'NaN':

157 if allData == 'no':

158 os.remove('teff = ' + str(teff[i]) + ' logg = ' + str(round(logg[i], 2))

+ '.png')ãÑ

159 plt.close('teff = ' + str(teff[i]) + ' logg = ' + str(round(logg[i], 2)))

160 print(i)

161 plt.scatter(teff[i], logg[i], color='red')

162 plt.title('Grid')

163 plt.ylabel('log(g) [cgs]')
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164 plt.xlabel('Teff [K]')

165 else:

166 if allData == 'no':

167 os.remove('teff = ' + str(teff[i]) + ' logg = ' + str(round(logg[i], 2))

+ '.png')ãÑ

168 plt.close('teff = ' + str(teff[i]) + ' logg = ' + str(round(logg[i], 2)))

169 plt.scatter(teff[i], logg[i], color='blue')

170 plt.title('Grid')

171 plt.ylabel('log(g) [cgs]')

172 plt.xlabel('Teff [K]')

173 fluxFolder = Path(directory + r'\fort.13')

174 f2 = open(fluxFolder, "r")

175 data2 = f2.readlines()

176 f = open("fluxfile.txt", "a")

177 f.write('New atmosphere

----------------------------------------------------------------------\n')ãÑ

178 f.write('Teff = ' + str(teff[i]) + ' and logg = ' + str(logg[i]) + '\n')

179 f.write('[Ångstrom] \t [erg cm^-2 s^-1 Hz^-1] \n')

180 for index in range(len(data2)):

181 wavelength = 299792458 * 10**10 /

float(data2[index].split()[0].replace("D", "e"))ãÑ

182 f.write(str("{:.4E}".format(Decimal(wavelength))) + '\t')

183

f.write(str("{:.4E}".format(Decimal(float(data2[index].split()[1].replace("D",

"e"))))) + '\n')

ãÑ

ãÑ

184 plt.gca().invert_xaxis()

185 plt.gca().invert_yaxis()

186 plt.show()

187

188

189 # Schaerer 2002 data

190 # mass = [1000, 500, 400, 300, 200, 120, 80, 60, 40, 25, 15, 9, 5]

191 # teff = [106169.555719872, 106905.487922266, 106659.612123026, 101624.869287069,

99770.0063822553, 95719.4071294844, 93325.4300796991, 87700.0821143634,

79432.8234724282, 70794.5784384137, 57411.6462207328, 41879.3565117918,

27542.2870333817]

ãÑ

ãÑ

ãÑ

192 # logg = [5.05159579624081, 5.10056580057683, 5.12165578756877, 5.07771705096047,

5.11462579190479, 5.15177704228843, 5.22768578323275,

5.22674704662445, 5.17365578756877, 5.29953580491284, 5.27968705529649,

5.12483830568013, 4.98056580057683]

ãÑ

ãÑ

ãÑ

193 # run_script(teff, logg)

194

195 # Windhorst 2018 data

196 # mass = [1, 1.5, 2, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 50, 100, 300, 1000]

197 # teff = [7.266e3, 1.065e4, 1.367e4, 1.899e4, 2.805e4, 4.508e4, 5.789e4, 6.754e4,

7.737e4, 8.713e4, 9.796e4, 1.074e5, 1.080e5]ãÑ

198 # loglum = [0.2825, 1.0227, 1.5177, 2.1654, 2.9274, 3.8618, 4.3647, 4.7082, 5.1619,

5.6283, 6.1470, 6.8172, 7.3047]ãÑ
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199 # logg = [4.55427737034759, 4.65438548639551, 4.71799985017608, 4.81741690990854,

4.95489726294555, 5.14573142573708, 5.25340125356370, 5.30267001710236,

5.26110743839087, 5.22293665671313, 5.20879090205151, 5.17553417641462,

5.22059081818861]

ãÑ

ãÑ

ãÑ

200 # run_script(teff, logg)

201

202 # New extended grid

203 teffList = []

204 loggList = []

205 step = 30

206 teffStepSize = 4000

207 loggStepSize = 0.25

208 teffLower = 15000

209 teffHigher = 180000

210 loggLower = 1.5

211 loggHigher = 6.5

212 teffRange = [teffLower]

213 while teffRange[-1] < teffHigher:

214 if teffRange[-1] < 40000:

215 teffLower += 2500

216 elif teffRange[-1] == 40000:

217 teffLower += 3000

218 else:

219 teffLower += teffStepSize

220 teffRange.append(teffLower)

221 loggRange = [loggLower]

222 while loggRange[-1] < loggHigher:

223 loggLower += loggStepSize

224 loggRange.append(loggLower)

225

226

227 def eddington(T):

228 loggLower = 1.5

229 loggHigher = 6.5

230 teffLower = 15000

231 teffHigher = 180000

232 slope = (loggHigher - loggLower) / (teffHigher - teffLower)

233 intercept = loggHigher - slope * teffHigher

234 return slope * T + intercept

235

236

237 numPoints = 0

238 for i in teffRange:

239 for p in loggRange:

240 if p > eddington(i):

241 teffList.append(int(i))

242 loggList.append(p)

243 plt.scatter(i, p, color='black')

244 numPoints += 1
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245 plt.title('Grid')

246 plt.ylabel('log(g) [cgs]')

247 plt.xlabel('Teff [K]')

248 plt.gca().invert_xaxis()

249 plt.gca().invert_yaxis()

250 print('Total number of grid points: ' + str(numPoints))

251 print('Estimated time: ' + str((1.667 / 60) * numPoints) + ' hours')

252 print('Estimated time: ' + str(1.667 * numPoints) + ' minutes')

253 plt.show()

254 # Removing unconverged models, array has to be descending

255 badData = [515, 514, 509, 483, 482, 459, 426, 385, 349, 309, 308, 278, 246, 177, 140,

125, 105, 102, 82, 42]ãÑ

256 for i in badData:

257 print(teffList[i])

258 print(loggList[i])

259 for index in badData:

260 teffList.pop(index)

261 loggList.pop(index)

262 f = open("fluxfile.txt", "a")

263 f.write('Total number of atmospheres included: ' + str(len(teffList)) + '\n')

264 f.write('Teff [K] \t log(g) [cgs] \n')

265 for i in range(len(teffList)):

266 f.write(str(teffList[i]) + '\t' + str(loggList[i]) + '\n')

267 # convergence_test(teffList, loggList, 0.14, r'C:\Users\carla\Google

Drive\Skola\Studier\fysik\Projekt 15 HP\Kod\Adam data\new grid adam', 'none')ãÑ

268 # run_script(teffList, loggList)

7.2 Convergence testing code

1 from pathlib import Path

2 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

3 import math

4 from scipy.integrate import simps

5 import numpy as np

6

7 # Defining folder paths and

8 dataFolder1 = Path(r'C:\Users\Adam\Google Drive\Skola\Studier\fysik\Projekt 15

HP\Kod\Adam data\schaerer extended grid\popIII_160000_5.8_nlte_lines\fort.9')ãÑ

9 dataFolder1Mass = Path(r'C:\Users\Adam\Google Drive\Skola\Studier\fysik\Projekt 15

HP\Kod\Adam data\schaerer extended grid\popIII_160000_5.8_nlte_lines\fort.7')ãÑ

10 dataFolder2 = Path(r'C:\Users\Adam\Google Drive\Skola\Studier\fysik\Projekt 15

HP\Kod\Adam data\windhorst 2018 calculation\popIII_107400_5.18_nlte_lines\fort.13')ãÑ

11 dataFolder3 = Path(r'C:\Users\Adam\Google Drive\Skola\Studier\fysik\Projekt 15

HP\Kod\Adam data\new grid adam\popIII_107000_5.25_nlte_lines\fort.13')ãÑ

12 dataFolderHotLines = Path(r'C:\Users\Adam\Google Drive\Skola\Studier\fysik\Projekt 15

HP\Kod\Adam data\hot_SMS_highacc_Teff36963_logg3p25_nlte_lines_v4.13')ãÑ

13 dataFolderHotNoLines = Path(r'C:\Users\Adam\Google Drive\Skola\Studier\fysik\Projekt 15

HP\Kod\Adam data\hot_SMS_highacc_Teff36963_logg3p25_nlte_nolines_v4.13')ãÑ
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14 dataFolderHotLinesAdam = Path(r'C:\Users\Adam\Google Drive\Skola\Studier\fysik\Projekt 15

HP\Kod\Adam data\popIII_36963_3.25_nlte_lines\fort.13')ãÑ

15 dataFolderHotNoLinesAdam = Path(r'C:\Users\Adam\Google Drive\Skola\Studier\fysik\Projekt

15 HP\Kod\Adam data\popIII_36963_3.25_nlte_nolines\fort.13')ãÑ

16 dataFolderHotLinesNewAbundance = Path(r'C:\Users\Adam\Google

Drive\Skola\Studier\fysik\Projekt 15 HP\Kod\Adam data\hotstar_lines\new

abundance\fort.13')

ãÑ

ãÑ

17 dataFolderHotNoLinesNewAbundance = Path(r'C:\Users\Adam\Google

Drive\Skola\Studier\fysik\Projekt 15 HP\Kod\Adam data\hotstar_nolines\new

abundance\fort.13')

ãÑ

ãÑ

18 f1 = open(dataFolder1, "r")

19 f1Mass = open(dataFolder1Mass, "r")

20 f2 = open(dataFolder2, "r")

21 f3 = open(dataFolder3, "r")

22 f4 = open(dataFolder2, "r")

23 f5 = open(dataFolderHotNoLines, "r")

24 f6 = open(dataFolder3, "r")

25 f7 = open(dataFolderHotNoLinesAdam, "r")

26 f8 = open(dataFolderHotLinesNewAbundance, "r")

27 f9 = open(dataFolderHotNoLinesNewAbundance, "r")

28

29 # Defining parameters and removing early non-data lines

30 c = 299792458

31 massDepth = []

32 data1 = f1.readlines()

33 data1.pop(0)

34 data1.pop(0)

35 data1.pop(0)

36 data1Mass = f1Mass.readlines()

37 # Finding the calculation depths

38 numberDepth = float(data1Mass[0].split()[0])

39 data1Mass.pop(0)

40 for i in data1Mass:

41 for p in i.split():

42 if len(massDepth) < numberDepth:

43 massDepth.append(float(p.replace("D", "e")))

44

45 plt.figure(1)

46 result1 = []

47 for i in data1:

48 if len(result1) < numberDepth:

49 result1.append(float(i.split()[2].replace("D", "e")))

50 else:

51 plt.plot(massDepth, result1)

52 result1 = []

53 plt.legend(['Iteration: 1', 'Iteration: 2', 'Iteration: 3', 'Iteration: 4', 'Iteration:

5', 'Iteration: 6'])ãÑ

54 plt.ylabel('Relative changes in temperature')

55 plt.xlabel('Log depth (Mass)')
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56 # plt.title('Convergence plot of 400 £M_{solar}£ with NITER=18 and NLAMBDA=4')

57 plt.title('Convergence plot of Teff 160000 and logg = 5.8')

58 plt.xscale('log')

59

60 plt.figure(2)

61 index = 0

62 area = [0, 0]

63 for p in [f2, f3]:

64 fudgeFactor = 4 * math.pi

65 freq = []

66 flux = []

67 inData = p.readlines()

68 for i in inData:

69 freq.append(float(i.split()[0].replace("D", "e")))

70 flux.append(float(i.split()[1].replace("D", "e")))

71 if p == f2:

72 fluxImproved = [i * fudgeFactor for i in flux]

73 wavelength = [c * 10 ** 10 / i for i in freq]

74 # fluxImproved = [i * 4.1 for i in fluxImproved]

75 # print(wavelength[0])

76 plt.plot(wavelength, fluxImproved)

77 else:

78 fluxImproved = [i * fudgeFactor for i in flux]

79 wavelength = [c * 10 ** 10 / i for i in freq]

80 # wavelength = freq

81 plt.plot(wavelength, fluxImproved)

82 plt.yscale('log')

83 plt.xscale('log')

84 plt.legend(['Windhorst +18: Teff = 107400, logg = 5.18', 'Min data: Teff = 107000,

logg = 5.25'])ãÑ

85 plt.title('Ratio in integrated area = 1.0118')

86 plt.ylabel('Flux [erg $cm^{-2}$ $s^{-1}$ $Hz^{-1}$]')

87 plt.xlabel('Wavelength [Å]')

88 for i in range(len(fluxImproved)):

89 if i >= len(fluxImproved) - 1:

90 area[index] += fluxImproved[i] * abs(wavelength[i] - wavelength[i - 1])

91 else:

92 area[index] += fluxImproved[i] * abs(wavelength[i] - wavelength[i + 1])

93 print(area[index])

94 index += 1

95 if p == f3:

96 print(area[1] / area[0])

97

98

99 plt.figure(3)

100 logg = [5.8, 5.05]

101 mass = 1000

102 index = 0

103 for p in [f4, f5]:
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104 fudgeFactor = 4 * math.pi

105 freq = []

106 flux = []

107 Msolar = 1.98892e33

108 Lsolar = 3.839e26

109 G = 6.674e-8

110 R = math.sqrt(G * mass * Msolar / (10 ** logg[index]))

111 inData = p.readlines()

112 for i in inData:

113 freq.append(float(i.split()[0].replace("D", "e")))

114 flux.append(float(i.split()[1].replace("D", "e")))

115 fluxImproved = [i * fudgeFactor * 4 * math.pi * R ** 2 for i in flux]

116 fluxImprovedLambda = []

117 for i in fluxImproved:

118 fluxImprovedLambda.append(i * 1e-10 * 1e-7 * freq[fluxImproved.index(i)]**2 / c)

119 wavelength = [c*10**10 / i for i in freq]

120 plt.plot(wavelength, fluxImprovedLambda)

121 plt.yscale('log')

122 plt.xscale('log')

123 plt.title('Comparison to 1000 $M_{solar}$ Pop III star')

124 plt.legend(['Teff = 160000, logg = 5.8', 'Schaerer 2002'])

125 plt.ylabel('Flux [erg $s^{-1}$ $Å^{-1}$]')

126 plt.xlabel('Wavelength [Å]')

127 area = 0

128 for i in range(len(fluxImprovedLambda)):

129 if i >= len(fluxImprovedLambda) - 1:

130 area += fluxImprovedLambda[i] * abs(wavelength[i] - wavelength[i - 1])

131 else:

132 area += fluxImprovedLambda[i] * abs(wavelength[i] - wavelength[i+1])

133 # print('simpsons metod: ' + str(math.log10(simps(fluxImprovedLambda, dx=1) /

Lsolar)))ãÑ

134 if index == 0:

135 print('Windhorst')

136 print('Ratio of new/old data: ', (area / Lsolar) / (10**6.8172))

137 else:

138 print('Schaerer')

139 print('Ratio of new/old data: ', (area / Lsolar) / (10 ** 6.819))

140 area = math.log10(area / Lsolar)

141 print("Bolometric luminosity =", area)

142 index += 1

143

144

145

146 plt.figure(4)

147 f2 = open(dataFolderHotLinesAdam, "r")

148 f3 = open(dataFolderHotLines, "r")

149 fudgeFactor = 4 * math.pi

150 freq = []

151 flux1 = []
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152 flux2 = []

153 inData1 = f2.readlines()

154 inData2 = f3.readlines()

155 for i in inData1:

156 flux1.append(float(i.split()[1].replace("D", "e")))

157 for i in inData2:

158 freq.append(float(i.split()[0].replace("D", "e")))

159 flux2.append(float(i.split()[1].replace("D", "e")))

160 fluxImproved1 = [i * fudgeFactor for i in flux1]

161 fluxImproved2 = [i * fudgeFactor for i in flux2]

162 fracFlux = [x/y for x, y in zip(fluxImproved1, fluxImproved2)]

163 wavelength = [c*10**10 / i for i in freq]

164 plt.plot(wavelength, fracFlux)

165 plt.xscale('log')

166 plt.title('Comparison of new and old data for 36963 [K] and logg = 3.25')

167 plt.ylabel('Ratio of fluxes')

168 plt.xlabel('Wavelength [Å]')

169

170 plt.figure(5)

171 step = 5

172 teffLower = 15000

173 teffHigher = 180000

174 loggLower = 1.5

175 loggHigher = 7

176 teffRange = np.linspace(teffLower, teffHigher, step)

177 loggRange = np.linspace(loggLower, loggHigher, step)

178

179

180 def eddington(T):

181 slope = (loggHigher - loggLower) / (teffHigher - teffLower)

182 intercept = loggHigher - slope * teffHigher

183 return slope * T + intercept

184

185

186 for i in teffRange:

187 for p in loggRange:

188 if p > eddington(i):

189 plt.scatter(i, p, color='red')

190 plt.gca().invert_xaxis()

191 plt.gca().invert_yaxis()

192 plt.ylabel('log(g) [cgs]')

193 plt.xlabel('Teff [K]')

194

195 plt.show()
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